Combining contact tracing with targeted indoor residual spraying significantly reduces dengue transmission
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INTRODUCTION

Current efforts to contain the global spread of dengue viruses (DENV) and the most recent surge of Chikungunya and Zika viruses are proving futile. The most tropical and subtropical countries experience variable levels of endemic dengue transmission, and are vulnerable to the occurrence of large and rapidly propagating outbreaks primarily vectored by the endophilic mosquito *Aedes aegypti* (1–4). Limited availability and efficacy of a dengue vaccine (5, 6), coupled with the cocirculation of dengue and Chikungunya in Cuba, is pushing policymakers to keep vector control as an indispensable tool for disease mitigation (7). Unfortunately, although there are a few well-documented historical examples of *A. aegypti* being eliminated or significantly reduced through vector control (for example, the hemispheric yellow fever eradication plan and dengue control in Singapore and Cuba), implementing these large-scale vertical programs in contemporary urban environments is now considered unfeasible (1). Thus, achieving the World Health Organization’s goal of reducing global dengue mortality by 50% and morbidity by 25% by 2020 (8) and preventing the severe health outcomes associated with Zika virus infection will require adoption of integrated approaches combining multiple tools that can act synergistically, particularly vector control and (when they become widely available) vaccines (7). Theoretically, vaccination increases herd immunity, increasing the sustainability of vector control, whereas vector control reduces the force of infection by mosquitoes, leading to lower vaccination thresholds needed to sustain long protection.

Contemporaneous dengue vector control tends to be reactive in nature, responding to clinically apparent disease manifestations [which suffer from delays inherent to passive surveillance systems (9)], focusing on the cases’ primary residence, and depending strongly on area-wide interventions such as ultralow volume or thermal fogging of insecticides sprayed from streets; vector control is further limited by constraints in public health personnel and resources during large outbreaks (10). Unfortunately, there is little epidemiological evidence that existing methods, which have been inspired by the vertical yellow fever interventions implemented in the 1950s, are adequate to prevent or contain virus transmission (7, 10–13). *A. aegypti* mosquitoes predominantly rest indoors, primarily in hanging objects, inside bedrooms, and on various surface materials (14, 15), a trait that severely limits the efficacy of interventions such as truck-mounted ultralow volume insecticide sprays or thermal fogging (16, 17). Indoor space spraying with portable ultralow volume sprayers has greater efficacy at reaching resting adult mosquitoes, but its impact is transient because of the lack of residual effect (18, 19). When properly performed, indoor residual spraying of insecticides (IRS) can have a significant impact on adult *A. aegypti* populations and likely also on dengue prevention (15, 20–23). A recent meta-analysis concluded that there is need for more empirical evidence on the potential utility of IRS for dengue prevention (13). The fact that IRS is time-consuming and dependent on specialized human resources has also hindered its adoption by policy-makers. Scalability of highly effective but time-consuming methods such as IRS will remain a serious challenge unless novel approaches for delivery are developed.

Recent field observational studies and mathematical models outline the relevance of human movement in city-wide DENV propagation (20, 24–26). However, public health interventions respond reactively to clinically apparent cases of dengue disease by relying on the residential addresses of each confirmed (or suspected) case to trigger interventions...
Although this approach likely prevents an important fraction of all transmission events, it does not address transmission in places other than homes (24, 28). Given that human exposure to infectious mosquitoes and virus transmission by viremic individuals can be spatially disassociated (25), focusing surveillance efforts in reconstructing dengue transmission chains can be a more efficient means of proactively responding to disease outbreaks. Contact tracing is a well-established public health surveillance and control strategy that aims at following chains of infection rather than isolated cases, with the ultimate goal of performing targeted control in them (29). Theory and empiric evidence indicate that, for pathogens that do not propagate randomly across populations, contact tracing can increase both efficiency and effectiveness of interventions in comparison to blanket application (29–33). While movement-focused contact tracing is routinely performed to characterize travel history and identify dengue importations, its applicability to identification of likely places of infection within metropolitan areas has not yet been evaluated.

The goals of this study were to investigate the relevance of location-based contact tracing in reconstructing metropolitan dengue transmission chains of a large DENV-3 outbreak that occurred in Cairns, Australia, between 2008 and 2009 and to evaluate the epidemiological impact of IRS targeted at A. aegypti resting locations [targeted IRS (TIRS)] on the occurrence of dengue symptomatic disease.

RESULTS
Characterizing human exposure patterns using contact tracing data
Contact tracing performed on 902 laboratory-confirmed DENV cases identified 2064 premises (home and other residential or work

---

**Fig. 1. Metropolitan DENV epidemic transmission evidenced through contact tracing.** (A) Total of 902 confirmed DENV cases during the 2008–2009 outbreak and associated exposure locations reported through contact tracing. Blue dots show the contact locations of the epidemic’s index case, which initiated outbreaks both in Cairns and Clifton Beach. (B) Relative connectivity between towns, measured as the proportion of all contact locations of DENV cases residing in a given town that occurred at the other towns and thickness proportional to relative frequency of total locations (range, 0.1 to 1). For instance, an arrow going from Palm Cove (north) to Cairns shows that 50% of all contact locations occurred in Cairns (and the remaining 50% locations in Palm Cove, as no other lines connect Palm Cove to other towns). Location of towns in the network is proportional to their geographic location. (C) Probability density distribution (Pb) showing that a confirmed DENV case moved a given distance from his or her residence (Δd), calculated both for Cairns and satellite town residents. (D) Same as (C), showing detail for the distance range of 0 to 500 m. (E) Proportion of all contact locations of a given town that were found in the city of Cairns as a function of the Euclidian distance of each town to Cairns. The linear relationship was statistically significant (P = 0.03).
Space-time analyses of contact tracing data

Space-time analyses allowed reconstruction of the epidemic throughout metropolitan Cairns by statistically identifying the most likely transmission pathway of 823 of 902 (91%) symptomatic dengue cases. The Knox test yielded the same number of spatiotemporally linked contact locations and symptomatic cases (1207 and 823, respectively) when run using temporal windows of 20 and 30 days. The epidemics’ index case (a Cairns resident who introduced the virus from Indonesia) was also likely responsible for initiating a localized outbreak in the town of Clifton Beach, 22 km north of Cairns (see the Supplementary Text). From the two virus introduction points (Cairns and Clifton Beach), DENV propagated throughout the metropolitan area (Fig. 2). On average, 39.6% (SD, 27.2%; range, 0 to 81.8%) of putative virus transmission locations of residents of satellite towns were local (occurred within their respective town). The remaining putative transmission locations of residents of satellite towns could be tracked to locations found within Cairns (Fig. 2). However, for Cairns residents, putative transmission locations were found primarily (95.2%) within the city (Fig. 2). Areas such as Trinity Park/Palm Cove and Gordonvale lacked significant local transmission (all cases were linked to transmission in Cairns) (Fig. 2). This may be due to the prevalence of new housing with screened windows in the former area, and, in Gordonvale, to low vector populations resulting from source reduction campaigns during a dengue outbreak 3 years earlier (2006).

A total of 420 geographically independent space-time clusters of local DENV transmission were identified (fig. S2). Exclusion of contact locations (that is, using solely the home residence to infer transmission chains) decreased the number of space-time clusters (420 to 276) and the overall connectivity of the transmission network (fig. S3). A large proportion (273 of 420, 65%) of clusters were generated by two or more cases residing in or visiting the same location (focal transmission areas). It is worth noting a large cluster within a multifamily housing unit where more than 30 cases were spatiotemporally linked (fig. S3). The size of clusters that extended beyond isolated houses was heterogeneous and ranged from 2 to 65 locations connected in space-time (Fig. 3). The geographic progression of space-time clusters showed a rapid spread from the index cases’ neighborhood to the entire city, with a high concentration of transmission chains in the neighborhood where the index case lived (Fig. 3). Throughout metropolitan Cairns, 359 of 839 (42.8%) cases were spatiotemporally linked to their residence only, while the remaining 57.2% of cases included both their home and other out-of-home contact locations (394 of 839, 47.0%) or only to out-of-home locations (86 of 839, 10.2%) as components of their putative transmission chain (Fig. 4). This high out-of-home virus activity was consistent across towns (Fig. 4).

Impact of TIRS at putative transmission sites

As the epidemic progressed, TIRS applications were scaled up to contain the spread of the virus, reaching a total of 5428 locations treated over a 31-week period (figs. S4 and S5). All DENV case contact locations and immediate neighboring premises were used to quantify the effectiveness of TIRS in preventing symptomatic DENV transmission in comparison with untreated controls. The distribution of TIRS and control houses was comparable both in time (both treatments being incorporated proportionally within the same period; fig. S6) and space (control and TIRS blocks were mixed within neighborhoods; fig. S7).
The time to the next DENV case was significantly lower in houses treated with TIRS versus untreated houses (mixed-effects Cox proportional hazards model, coeff = −0.99 ± 0.17; Z = −5.8; P < 0.001; SD of random effects, 0.72; Fig. 5). While the proportion of houses without DENV cases remained high for control houses, a significant reduction in DENV was detected in TIRS houses for at least 100 days after treatment (Fig. 5). The two curves showed no significant difference within the first 10 days (mixed-effects Cox proportional hazards model, coeff = 0.35 ± 0.31; Z = 1.12; P = 0.26; Fig. 5), likely because of the occurrence of cases in treated houses whose exposure may have occurred before spraying (10 days can be considered an upper limit from infection to onset of symptoms). Most (73.3%) locations receiving TIRS had one additional case spatiotemporally linked to them, while control houses had a much larger number of additional cases (fig. S8). When all cases were considered, the calculated effectiveness of TIRS in preventing symptomatic DENV infections, compared to control houses, was 0.861, and 0.961 using conservative estimates that excluded cases occurring within 10 days after intervention (Table 1).

**DISCUSSION**

When pathogen transmission occurs in a nonrandom fashion through specific contact chains, there are significant benefits to modification of surveillance and control programs to account for this transmission heterogeneity (29–33). In Cairns, enhancing DENV passive surveillance by incorporation of location-based contact tracing and TIRS provided an unprecedented level of detail for understanding and responding to a virus outbreak. Although this approach may be effective in similar settings (for example, urban centers affected by sporadic outbreaks and with strong public health infrastructure in southern USA, Europe, or the Caribbean), the potential for implementation of contact tracing and TIRS in less-developed DENV endemic areas will need to be evaluated.

---

**Fig. 3. Spatiotemporal pattern of DENV propagation within Cairns.** Locations that were statistically linked in space-time and where DENV transmission was likely to occur (that is, putative transmission locations). Colors show the week of onset of symptoms (measured as time since the onset of symptoms of the epidemic’s index case). Panels on the right show the same data but in temporal cuts as the epidemic progressed.
Reconstructing the full DENV transmission network during an epidemic is virtually impossible because not all links are detectable by surveillance system, particularly asymptomatic infections [some of which with the ability to contribute to transmission (34)] and symptomatic individuals not seeking health care (35). By capitalizing on the additional information obtained through contact tracing, we were able to gain a higher empirical insight into the complexity inherent to the epidemic transmission of DENV compared to studies that use the home residence as the unit of analysis. Human mobility was a major mechanism responsible for long-distance virus propagation, while within close proximity of the home residence (<200 m), the probability of detecting contact locations was negligible (<5%). These findings agree with previous research from urban areas in the Peruvian Amazon and Vietnam that show highly focal transmission of DENV (24, 28). The role of humans as dispersers of infection was demonstrated by our observations of the structure of the resulting DENV metropolitan transmission networks, which presented a strong source-sink structure in which most transmission events occurred within the city of Cairns. This pattern, also described when analyzing data at coarser spatial scales (36, 37), has important public health implications because vector control activities are generally deployed on those satellite towns that are potentially serving as sinks for transmission.

The recent Ebola outbreak in West Africa has provided solid evidence for the utility of incorporating contact tracing within resource-poor countries (38) but also points to significant gaps in local public health infrastructure (39). In large urban centers (for example, megacities) or areas that experience a high force of DENV infection, tracking the mobility of every case and using this information to inform control actions may not be feasible because of the limitations in personnel and the need to simultaneously cover multiple areas with reported contact locations. Thus, there is a need to assess the scalability and cost-effectiveness of contact tracing for DENV and other Aedes-borne viruses. For sexually transmitted pathogens, network models have been elegantly used to evaluate how contact structure, population size, the presence of asymptomatic infections, and spatial heterogeneity affect the efficacy of contact-based interventions (29, 33). Given the strong spatial heterogeneity in vector distribution (40) and the potential synergistic connections between human mobility, symptoms, and mosquito exposure (41), translating findings from directly transmitted to vector-borne pathogens may not be realistic. Mathematical or simulation models that account for human movement and out-of-home human-mosquito contacts [for example, see studies by Perkins et al. and Hladish et al. (42, 43)] could be used to theoretically evaluate the context within which contact tracing and targeted control may be more efficient at preventing virus transmission. Because both mosquito distribution and human mobility define the contact structure for DENV transmission (25), theoretical explorations could address key knowledge gaps, such as the impact of contact-based control across a wide range of DENV transmission intensity scenarios, the ability to detect and prevent inapparent infections able to contribute to transmission, and the critical population size beyond which contact-based interventions are ineffective.
We acknowledge that our approach has several limitations, but nonetheless consider it valuable for understanding the spatial dimension of dengue transmission and control. Because of confidentiality issues, we were not able to analyze information on the specific attributes of each location (for example, type of premises, time spent there). This information could have provided a better description of "risky" premises. We are aware of one case where an automobile repair shop with a large number of Aedes aegypti containers (tires and car fenders) located east of Cairns served as an important transmission focus. A multifamily housing unit located near the index case’s home was also a large contributor to transmission, with more than 30 cases being spatiotemporally linked to it. We identified transmission chains by linking records of symptomatic cases, ignoring the occurrence of asymptomatic (or underreported) cases. An independent blood donor study performed on Cairns residents during the outbreak estimated clinical/subclinical ratios of 1:0.59. We consider this a highly conservative estimate. Longitudinal DENV cohort studies have provided estimates of clinical/subclinical ratios orders of magnitude higher than what was reported in Cairns (44). Thus, because asymptomatic individuals have the potential to infect Aedes aegypti (34), we consider our inferred transmission chain as a subset of the full transmission network. The lack of entomological information was another limitation. While BG-Sentinel trap data from a few Cairns neighborhoods showed high-vector abundance at the beginning of the outbreak (45), the lack of records for the entire city limited our ability to estimate the entomologic impact of interventions and to refine our space-time interaction analyses by validating our identification of transmission areas with measures of vector abundance/presence.

There is a paucity of information about the efficacy of current vector control methods in preventing DENV or other Aedes-borne viruses (7, 13). This lack of evidence has led to widespread implementation of vector control tools irrespective of the context within which they are effective (for example, use of truck-mounted ultralow volume to control indoor-resting Aedes aegypti mosquitoes). Likewise, although our calculations of effectiveness for TIRS show an impressive level of household-level protection, there are several challenges in widespread implementation of this methodology. The method is laborious and, thus, not especially suited as a reactive program to cases in large urban centers or areas that experience a large force of infection; quite simply, there is insufficient time and staff to treat all houses. TIRS may be more suitable within reactive programs in areas with an established public health structure that emphasize case detection and rapid containment. Insecticide resistance, another challenge in Aedes aegypti control (46), can be mitigated by implementation of TIRS using an insecticide to which mosquitoes are susceptible [like the organophosphate pirimiphos-methyl (47) or carbamates such as bendiocarb (48)].

To further enhance the potential of TIRS and to increase coverage and applicability, new means of delivery will have to be developed. During the Cairns outbreak, emergency funding used an additional 50 vector control staff (a three-person spray team treats 20 to 30 houses in a day). However, even with additional resources, it took 3 months to control DENV in the city (after local resources were overwhelmed with the amount of premises they had to spray). A yet to be evaluated alternative is proactive use of TIRS in a strategic campaign performing prophylactic control before the advent of the transmission season targeting high-risk areas (for example, neighborhoods). Evidence from Iquitos, Peru, shows that indoor space spraying early in the transmission season can significantly reduce transmission of DENV (49). Prophylactic presesason control would involve identifying high-risk areas (areas identified from passive surveillance with history of high dengue occurrence) where source reduction/cleanup campaigns can be combined with TIRS at high coverage. These interventions can be performed during the month that precedes the beginning of the transmission season. For the case of Zika virus, premises (or frequented places such as day care centers and schools) of pregnant women could also be targeted for long-term prophylactic protection using TIRS. Undoubtedly, there is a need to rethink the control of Aedes-borne pathogens within the context of an integrated vector management program that takes local eco-epidemiological conditions and available resources into full consideration.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Study area**

The city of Cairns is the port of entry for most DENV introductions in Queensland, Australia (50). Surrounding Cairns are small coastal towns (population, <10,000) that are part of the metropolitan Cairns area (total 2011 population, ~154,000). After a large outbreak of DENV-2 early in the 1990s, Queensland Health developed the Dengue Fever Management Plan (see the Supplementary Text), focused on early detection of DENV importations, characterization of likely exposure sites of locally acquired cases by performing phone interviews (location-based contact tracing), TIRS application (see below for a detailed description of the methodology) of pyrethroid insecticides in households within 50 to 100 m of suspected transmission foci (residence and high-risk contact areas), larviciding (using s-methoprene, an insect growth regulator) within a 200-m radius of these premises, the deployment of lethal ovitraps in selected premises (51), and community education.

Diagnosis of all clinically suspected DENV cases was performed at local laboratories using rapid immunochromatographic tests and

---

**Table 1. Effectiveness of TIRS applied at contact locations in preventing dengue symptomatic infections during the 2008–2009 DENV outbreak that occurred in Cairns, Australia.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Total locations</th>
<th>No. of DENV-positive locations</th>
<th>Proportion infection</th>
<th>Effectiveness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All cases</td>
<td>IRS</td>
<td>1007</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>0.861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>369</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>0.371</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excluding first 10 days*</td>
<td>IRS</td>
<td>817</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>0.348</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*This scenario excludes the first 10 days after intervention to exclude transmission events likely originated before the intervention.*
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) to detect dengue immunoglobulin M (IgM). All positive serum samples were forwarded to the reference laboratory, where they were screened for the presence of anti-dengue IgM and IgG using a combined pool of flavivirus antigens in capture enzyme immunoassay. Positive IgM samples were further analyzed using flavivirus-specific IgM ELISA capture assays to identify the serotype of the infecting DENV (52). Additionally, real-time TaqMan reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction was performed on samples collected early in the acute illness to detect DENV RNA (53).

Location-based contact tracing was performed on every confirmed or suspected case of dengue by public health nurses who performed phone interviews asking specific questions about the locations that accounted for most of the daytime activities during the 2 to 4 weeks before the onset of symptoms (the procedures for contact tracing are described in the Supplementary Text). Interviews were also performed with the persons each patient identified as potential primary or secondary contacts (for example, workmates, relatives, friends) to enhance the detection of secondary infections (20). All contact tracing locational data were promptly mapped in a geographic information system (GIS) (ArcGIS 9.1) and used to target vector control activities, with the goal of rapidly containing virus propagation at its source (20). The Dengue Action Response Team (DART), the branch responsible for all vector control activities, prioritizes insecticide applications on each case’s likely transmission site (home and places identified by the public health nurses as high-risk transmission areas based on contact tracing data) as information enters their decision support system, generally within a few days of notification of each DENV case.

TIRS was performed using pyrethroid insecticides (SC 2.5% lambda-cyhalothrin, Demand) applied on A. aegypti resting sites, such as on exposed low walls (<1.5 m), under furniture, inside closets, and on any dark and moist surface where mosquitoes may be found resting (27). Unlike IRS, which requires complete removal of furniture and spraying of all exposed surfaces, TIRS was selectively applied in areas known to be resting sites for mosquitoes, markedly reducing application time (an average Cairns house is treated in 30 min) and insecticide use. This study focuses on the Cairns DENV-3 outbreak that occurred between November 2008 and May 2009 (45), to date the largest in record for Northern Queensland [a total number of 902 confirmed cases in metropolitan Cairns and 1025 in the entire North Queensland for the 2008–2009 outbreak and a total capital investment of over 1.1 million U.S. dollars in vector control and associated prevention activities (9)]. The human population characteristics, entomologic conditions, virus genotype, and virulence descriptions for the 2008–2009 Cairns outbreak were presented previously (9, 45). This study focuses on the spatiotemporal dynamics of such outbreak as well as the impact of interventions on virus transmission.

Data analysis plan
The study involved four interrelated analytical goals. First, we analyzed the reported contact locations from each confirmed case to characterize the connectivity between towns and to quantify key mobility parameters. A mobility network (expressing the proportion of all contact locations occurring between pairs of towns) was calculated from the contact tracing data set and plotted using the igraph package in the R statistical software (54). We also used R to calculate the cumulative probability density of the distance of each contact location to the home residence of each case.

Second, we applied a local space-time interaction test (local Knox test) to contact tracing data (house and contact locations for each case) to identify the locations statistically identified as most likely DENV transmission sites. This method tests whether the number of location pairs found in a particular time-space window (for example, pairs separated by M meters and T days) are significantly different from the number of locations expected in the same window given the total number of locations, considering the period over which the epidemic took place and the extent of the study area (55). Significance was assessed by comparing the observed values of the test statistic [run using a spatial window of 100 m and a temporal window of 20 days as upper limits for mosquito dispersal and virus cumulative incubation periods in humans and mosquitoes, respectively (56)], with the expected values under the null hypothesis of random case occurrence (in space and time) by performing 999 Monte Carlo simulations. Contact locations of cases were spatiotemporally linked if they were found within 100 m of each other and also if the onset of symptoms of each case within that spatial window occurred within 20 days (that is, our predefined threshold between the onset of symptoms of one case and the occurrence of symptoms in secondary cases that originated by mosquitoes infected by the initial case). The Knox test was also run using a temporal window of 30 days to evaluate the sensitivity of the results to the possibility of longer exposure times to infectious mosquitoes. The Knox test was run using the software ClusterSeer (TerraSeer). The output from the space-time interaction test was then characterized. Specifically, we estimated the metropolitan DENV transmission network as the proportion of contact locations statistically linked in space-time that occurred between pairs of towns using the same methods as for the mobility network. We also mapped the location of all statistically significant space-time clusters and determined, for each confirmed DENV case, who was linked in space-time to other cases, whether his or her putative transmission locations were his or her residence, an out-of-home location, or both (given that we were analyzing transmission chains, a case can be linked to more than one location).

The fourth analytical step involved querying those locations identified with the Knox test to evaluate the impact of TIRS performed on contact locations on DENV transmission. Specifically, given the magnitude of the outbreak, not all likely transmission sites were reached by DART. The main causes of not spraying a home included the lack of sufficient personnel to perform TIRS on all locations scheduled for control on a given week, the finding of closed premises at the time of visit, home residents denying TIRS treatment because of personal concerns, or the fact that some locations were mistakenly not identified as “at risk” by DART after visually querying the information from contact tracing in the Cairns GIS. This uneven intervention coverage (normal in outbreak situations) allowed us to innovatively quantify the likelihood of future DENV cases in houses that received TIRS and in houses that did not. Specifically, we noted the number of days that elapsed between the onset of symptoms of the first case and the onset of symptoms of future cases in houses receiving TIRS (treatment) or not receiving TIRS (control). These data were then treated as a time-to-event data set and analyzed using a mixed-effects Cox proportional hazard model with the package coxme in R (57). For this analysis, we used neighborhood (fig. 57) as a random intercept of the model to account for potential nonindependence of observations within close proximity from each other. During the outbreak, DART only performed TIRS once in each premise because residual effect of the insecticide was assumed to last for at least 2 to 3 months.

We consider this not to be a fully controlled study but more an evaluation of TIRS under natural operational conditions. We thus
used the results of our spatial analyses to calculate the effectiveness of TIRS, expressed as the proportional reduction in the occurrence of future DENV cases at locations receiving the intervention, and calculated as the equation described in Halloran et al. (58): effectiveness = 1 – (risk of infection in treatment group)/(risk of infection in control group), where the risk of infection was calculated as the proportion of locations that had at least one infection after treatment or the onset of symptoms of the first DENV case in control houses (that is, our evaluation was based on transmission at a location rather than seroconversions).

The protocols for storing, analyzing, and reporting the results on the 2008–2009 Cairns dengue epidemic data were approved by Queensland Health’s Human Research Ethics Committee (protocol HREC/09/QCH/52/AM01).

**SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS**

Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/3/2/e1602024/DC1

**Supplementary Text.**

fig. S1. Distribution of contact locations (including the home residence) reported by each confirmed case of DENV.

fig. S2. Results from local space-time interaction test, showing the contact locations and significant space-time links found within prespecified windows of 100 m and 20 days.

fig. S3. DENV transmission chains.

fig. S4. The cumulative number of confirmed symptomatic cases of DENV reported (blue) and the cumulative number of targeted indoor residual Sprays performed (orange) during the 2008–2009 outbreak that affected the metropolitan Cairns area, Australia.

fig. S5. Distribution of interventions performed in Cairns in response to the 2009 DENV-3 epidemic: TIRS with pyrethroid insecticides, the placement of lethal A. aegypti ovitraps, and community education (State Emergency Service).

fig. S6. Temporal distribution of the number of locations analyzed in the Cox proportional hazards model evaluating the impact of TIRS on dengue transmission.

fig. S7. Spatial distribution of locations analyzed in the Cox proportional hazards model evaluating the impact of TIRS on dengue transmission.

fig. S8. Number of secondary dengue cases spatiotemporally linked to locations TIRS-sprayed or not sprayed at all (control).

fig. S9. Form used by Queensland’s medical general practitioners reporting suspected or confirmed cases to the Tropical Public Health Unit.

fig. S10. Dengue case report forms used by the Tropical Public Health Unit nurses to interview suspected or confirmed dengue cases (and their contacts) and ascertain the locations visited while viremic and, ultimately, the most likely place of transmission (called "acquired where" in the form).
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